
INDEX

‘abuse of discretion’
principle of 367–368

accounting and auditing
audit committees and executive

remuneration 303–304
auditors’ independence 24–25
balance sheet and determination of

profit 299–302
IFRS and determination of company

profit 295–296, 305
provisions and determination of

profit 296, 297, 299
administrative law see also public

governance
conflict between public interests

definition of conflict of interest
149–150

willingness to deal with 149–150
and conflict of interest generally

145–146
conflict of public and private

interests
definition of conflict of interest

147–149
willingness to deal with 147–149

definition of conflict of interest
146–147

management of conflict of interest
generally 150
methods

separation of interfering
interests 153–154

transparency and competition
154–155

problem areas 150–152
sources of conflict of

interest 152–153

summary of issues 157–158
willingness to deal with conflicts

conflict between public
interests 157

conflict of public and private
interests 155–157

generally 155
agency see also principal–agent

model
directors and executives 310
double agency 261–264
due and undue interests

distinguished 20
duty of loyalty to company and

shareholders 310–316, 321
fiduciary obligations 15
footballer transfer judgment

258–259
law and standards 258–259
lessons from study 362–363
limitation to power of company

representation 316–319
main issues 308–310
reform

current state of corporate
law 328

institutional agenda 329–332
substantive agenda 328–329

rules see Switzerland
‘secondary’ interest 20
summary of issues 332–333

‘alien interests’ see undue interests
American Bar Association Disciplinary

Regulations
conflict of interest rules 153

Anglo-American law see United
Kingdom; United States
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anticipatory obedience
and pressure to head of state 238,

246, 264
arbitrators see also international

investment arbitration
disqualification 398
independence and impartiality

121–122, 379–380
unconflictedness and expertise 398

Argentina
ICSIDjurisprudence110–112,115–118

audit committees
executive remuneration 303–304

auditors
independence 24–25

Australia
ineligibility/incompatibility rules

181–182
Austria

conflict of interest regulation 7–8
ineligibility/incompatibility rules

177, 180–181
management of conflict of interest 28

awards and honours
international civil servants 71

bad intentions
consideration of 370–371

balance sheet
determination of profit 299–302
example (table) 299, 302

‘Bangalore Principles on Judicial
Conduct’ 374

banking
executive remuneration

background 272–273
comparison with other private-

sector executives 284–285
comparison with public sector

285–287
definitions 277
internal and external conflicts of

interest 277–280
lessons from study 390–391
new role as principal in own

right 282–283
severed relationships with existing

principals 280–282

summary of issues 287
violation of fiduciary obligation

283–284
private banking 259–260
regulatory densities as to central

banks 8
Wolfsberg Principles 270–271

benchmarking
for domestic conflict of interest

regulation 9–10
executive remuneration 306–307

‘bias’
‘partiality’ distinguished 370–371

bonds
determination of profit 296, 297, 299

Brandeis, Justice Louis
‘principal–principal conflict’ 28

bribery see also corruption
as criminal conflict of interest

412–413
as criminal corruption 30
criminal law provisions 174–175,

368–369
potential for 28
private persons 369–370
rationale for criminalisation 411–412

Bulgaria
conflict of interest regulation 7–8

‘business judgement rule’
acknowledgement of 366–367

Canada
conflict of interest regulation 7
conflict of interest research 36
ICSID jurisprudence 120–121
post-employment regulation 9

‘capture’
concept of 4

cash flow
executive remuneration

based on 305–306
CAT see United Nations Committee

Against Torture (CAT)
CEDAW see United Nations

Committee on the
Elimination of
Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW)
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CERD see United Nations Committee
on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (CERD)

civil servants see international civil
servants; public servants in
parliament

codes of conduct
conflict of interest provisions

66, 74, 384
collective action see sociology of

organised action
common good

conceptual difficulties 161–162
and conflict of interest 421
dedication to 159–160, 175

company profit
cash-related elements 294–295
competence for deciding

examples 298
optimistic and prudent valuation

approaches (tables) 299
prevention of conflict of

interest 302
principles 298
relevant and irrelevant conflict of

interest 302–303
criteria for determining 297
definition generally 293–294
examples 296
non-cash-related elements 295
summary of issues as to definition

297–298
competition

management of conflict of interest
by 154–155

compliance
financial services see financial

services
confidential information

international civil servants 79
conflict of interest see also conflicting

interests; undue interests
ambiguity of 49–51
Americanisation of discourse on

421
awareness of 59–60
as behavioural problem 46
benefits of 399

broadness of definition 5
changes in perception of 46–49
concept of 4–6
content of book 38
definition of 4–5, 22, 40–42, 57–59,

65, 85, 146–147
definition of ‘interest’ 4–5, 20
‘detrimental’ 5–6, 49–51
due interests see due interests
effects of 55–56
elements of concept 6, 41
identification of ‘legally

significant’ 6
as intrapersonal conflict 4–5
main issues 357–358
management see management of

conflict of interest
‘personal’ (‘individual’) and

‘impersonal’
(‘organisational’) conflict of
interest distinguished 15

potential conflict of interest
situations 42–45

as problem generally 3
reconciliation of interests

distinguished 5
regulation see domestic regulation;

regulation; self-regulation
regulatory densities as to specific

principles and issues 9
research see research
responses to 56–57
scope of book 19
scope of definition 5
sociological perspective see sociology

of organised action
as structural phenomenon 45
typology 18, 162–165
unconscious conflict of interest 59

conflicting interests
appearance of 317–318
conflict of interest distinguished 5–6,

40–41, 217–219
and institution building 227–231
leading to conflict of interest 6
management of 50, 99
neutralisation of 231–232
and principal–agent relation 218
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conflicting interests (cont.)
reconciliation of 5
safeguarding of other principals

258–259
separation of 153–154
simultaneous 148

connectedness through expertise
balance with unconflictedness and

disinterestedness 393, 396–399
constitutional law see also global

constitutionalism
and global governance 93–96
prohibition of corruption 406–407
public service provisions 406–407

control see management of conflict
of interest

Convention Against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or
Punishment see United
Nations Committee Against
Torture (CAT)

Convention on the Elimination of
Discrimination against
Women see United Nations
Committee on the
Elimination of
Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW)

corporate/financial/professional
governance see also company
profit; corporate law;
international investment
arbitration

agency see agency
banking see banking
‘business judgement rule’ 366–367
business judgement rule and

discretion 366–368
conflict of interest situations

264–265
corporate governance and

compliance 257–258
directors’ financial control 293
double agency 261–264
due diligence requirement 20–21
executive remuneration see executive

remuneration

executives’ conflict of interest 44
fiduciary obligations 17
financial control by directors 293
financial services see

financial services
integrity in decision-making and

performance 265–266
integrity in leadership 267–269
matrix-organisations 44–45
medical profession see medical

profession
private banking 259–260
self-regulation 270–271
unconflictedness and expertise 398

corporate law
fiduciary obligations regulation 16–17
‘shareholder primacy’ 16–17
‘stakeholder theory’ 16–17

corruption see also bribery
accusation of 388, 411
bribery as criminal form of 30
complaints 229–230
conflict of interest as 229–230, 361
constitutional prohibition 406–407
conventions 19, 152
Corruption Perception Index 236
criminal law provisions 174–175
definition 28–29
and detrimental conflict of

interest 50
due and undue interests

distinguished 19
effect of conflict of interest on fight

against 245–250
incidence of 39–40, 72, 406, 419–420
international organisations against

see Transparency
International

investigation of 229
level of criminal corruption 167–168
management of conflict of interest as

prevention of 28–30
national regulation 8, 243
potential for 28
prevention in public

procurement 154–155
prevention of 3–4, 176, 236
‘productive corruption’ 396
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and public administration 146
in public procurement 173, 361
reporting of 170
tolerance of 407
UN action 9–10
Wolfsberg Statement 270–271

costs
of conflict of interest

regulation 418–419
Council of Europe

anti-corruption measures 30, 32–33
codes of conduct

recommendations 147
conflict of interest regulation 9–10
definition of conflict of interest 22
definition of ‘corruption’ 29
due and undue interests

distinguished 19, 19
judicial independence 374
oath of office 70–71

criminal law see also bribery;
corruption

bribery as criminal corruption 30
ICC standards of independence and

impartiality 375
management of conflict of

interest 174–175, 361
offences of endangerment 368–370

Dana, Jason
conflict of interest research

see research
Denmark

conflict of interest regulation 7–8
ineligibility/incompatibility rules

177, 180–181
détournement de pouvoir

concept of 156, 367–368
‘detrimental’ conflict of interest

concept of 5–6, 49–51
Dewey, John

on ethics and conflict of
interest 97–98

disclosure see also financial disclosure;
transparency

policies 415–416
as response to conflict of interest 56

disinterestedness and unconflictedness

balance with expertise and
connectedness 393, 396–399

doctors see medical profession
domestic regulation

benchmarking 9–10
conflict of interest regulation

generally 7–9
Switzerland see Switzerland

due interests
conflict with undue interests

19–21

Ecuador
ICSID jurisprudence 119

elected public servants see also public
servants in parliament

head of state see Madagascar
lessons from study 383–385

employment law
management of conflict of interest

169–170
and ‘stakeholder theory’ 16–17

end-of-life decision-making
background 334–337
lessons from study 395–396
patient’s wishes as complicating

factor 347–349
prevalence of conflict of interest

351
references to conflicts (table) 342
research methods 337–339
responses to conflict of interest 352
sources of conflict of interests

339–347
summary of issues 353–354

environmental law
management of conflict of interest

174, 361
‘epistemic communities’

legal expertise 94
ethics

codes of 67–68, 359, 374–375
conflict of interest as ethical

problem 96
and transparency 13

European Charter of Fundamental
Rights

‘good administration’ principle 151
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European Convention on
Human Rights

conflict between public interests
150

independence and impartiality 372
judicial impartiality 372–373
and voting on popular initiatives

by Swiss Parliament
203–205, 207

European Court of Human Rights
body of case law 127
impartiality tests 372
‘margin of appreciation’

concept 366–367
procedural requirements 137

European Court of Justice
jurisprudence

conflict between public interests 149
European Union

auditor independence 24–25
Commission’s independence and

impartiality provisions 402
Commission’s size, reduction of 402
conflict of interest regulation 7, 9–10
conflict of interest research 36
‘detrimental’ conflict of interest 5–6
disclosure policies 415–416
fiduciary obligations regulation 16
fundamental right to good

administration 382–383
ineligibility/incompatibility rules 385
‘interest of the European Union’ 364
post-employment regulation 9
principal–agent model 85
regulatory densities 8, 407
sanctions as to political office

holders 384
self-regulation 12–13

‘executive federalism’
(Vollzugsföderalismus)

effect of 167–168
executive remuneration

audit committees 303–304
background 288–289
banking see banking
benchmarking 306–307
bonus rules generally 303
cash flow based 305–306

criteria 292
holdback to reduce inappropriate

risk taking 307
lessons from study 391–393
profit-based 292–293 see also

company profit
prudence-based valuations 304–305
regulation 289–291
specific parameters 306–307
summary of issues 307

expertise and connectedness
see also legal expertise

balance with unconflictedness and
disinterestedness 393, 396–399

external activities and relations
international civil servants 76

family and friends of international
civil servants

recruitment, performance
management and
promotion 74

fiduciary obligations
agency and trust 15
comparative conclusions 18
extensions as source of conflict of

interest of interest 16–17
generally 13
regulatory approaches 15
sources of 13
violation of 283–284

financial disclosure
policies 73
regulatory densities 9
UN Financial Disclosure

Programme 72–73
financial governance see corporate/

financial/professional
governance; international
investment arbitration

financial incentives or interests
international civil servants 71

financial instruments
conflict of interest regulation 10
determination of profit 296, 297, 299

financial interests
lessons from study 389
typology of undue interests 23–25
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financial services see also banking
agency-related law and

standards 258–259
background 255–257
conflict of interest situations

264–265
corporate governance and

compliance 257–258
double agency 261–264
integrity in decision-making and

performance 265–266
integrity in leadership 267–269
‘late trading’ as conflict of interest 15
lessons from study 389–390
private banking 259–260
self-regulation 270–271
summary of issues 269–270
unconflictedness and expertise 397

Fitzmaurice, Sir Gerald
on judicial independence and

impartiality 378
Fleiner, Fritz

comparison of German and Swiss
public administration
165–167

on concept of public interest 161–162
footballer transfer

agency judgment 258–259
France

anti-bribery measures 30–31
Commission de réflexion 406
conflict between public interests 150
conflict of interest regulation 9
détournement de pouvoir 156,

367–368
ineligibility/incompatibility

rules 384–385
judicial impartiality 156
police commissioner’s conflict of

interest 43
Prefect’s conflict of interest 42–43
public office and public interest 21

fraud see also bribery; corruption
management of conflict of interest as

prevention of 28
fundamental right to good

administration
EU Charter provision 382–383

Georgia
ICSID jurisprudence 112

Germany
Beamtenstaat (state run by public

officials) 165–167, 406–407
due and undue interests

distinguished 19
election of public servants to Länder

see public servants in
parliament

fiduciary obligations
regulation 16–17

ineligibility/incompatibility rules
177, 384–385

public administration compared
with Switzerland 165–167

transparency and executive
remuneration 290

Ghana
challenge to arbitrator 121

gifts and gratuities
international civil servants 71
limiting size as response to conflict

of interest 56
Global Administrative Law (GAL)

description of project 88
era of 64
legal expertise 91–93
and OECD guidelines 91

global constitutionalism
description of project 87–89
legal expertise 91–93
and OECD guidelines 91

global governance see also entries at
international

conflict of interest as ethical
problem 96

and conflict of interest
generally 85–87

and constitutional law 93–96
fiduciary obligations 17
Global Administrative Law Project

(GAL) see Global
Administrative Law (GAL)

global constitutionalism see global
constitutionalism

human rights bodies see human
rights bodies
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global governance (cont.)
international civil servants

see international civil
servants

international investment arbitration
see international investment
arbitration

and international law 87
legal expertise 91–93
lessons from study 393–394
limit of applicability 175–176
‘minimal heart of good

governance’ 361
unconflictedness and expertise 399

‘good administration’
principle 151

governance generally see also
corporate/financial/
professional governance;
global governance;
multi-level governance;
public governance

approaches to conflict of interest
regulation 358

division of public and private
spheres 409–411

‘minimal heart of good
governance’ 361

group membership or affiliation
and conflict of interest 20

Guidelines for Managing Conflict of
Interest in the Public Service
see Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD)

head of state
anticipatory obedience

to 238–239
conflict of interest see Madagascar

honours and awards
international civil servants 71

HRC see United Nations Human
Rights Committee

human rights bodies see also European
Convention on Human
Rights; European Court of
Human Rights

and conflict of interest generally
125–126

conflict of interest rules
effect 136–138
generally 128
need for 126–128
procedural requirements 129–132
selection requirements 128–129
special procedures 134–136
treaty-based bodies 126–128
UN bodies see entries at United

Nations
expertise 95–96
independence and impartiality

138–140, 382
summary of issues 141

IBA Guidelines on Conflicts of Interest
in International Arbitration

appointment of arbitrator 105
challenge to arbitrator 381

ICCPR see International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR)

ICSID Convention
arbitrator’s independence and

impartiality 106–107
challenge to arbitrator 119, 123
disqualification of arbitrator 108

ICSID jurisprudence
arbitrator’s impartiality 114–121, 381
arbitrator’s independence 106,

109–114, 381
challenge to arbitrator 110–114
‘public governance’ features 380

impartiality
administrative 382–383
arbitrators 379–380
assurance of non-conflictedness 371
criteria 111–112
human rights bodies 138–140, 382
ideal of 159–160
international investment arbitration

114–121, 380–382
international judges 375–379
judiciary 371–375
private banking 270
regulatory densities 9
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tests 372
improper interests see undue interests
‘improper purpose’

concept of 367–368
incompatibility of posts

regulatory densities 9
independence

arbitrators 379–380
assurance of non-conflictedness 371
auditors 24–25
criteria 111–112
human rights bodies 138–140, 382
international civil servants 70
international investment arbitration

105–108, 380–382
international judges 375–379
judiciary 371–375

Indonesia
ICSID jurisprudence 109–110

‘interest’
definition 4–5, 20

International Bar Association (IBA)
see IBA Guidelines on
Conflicts of Interest in
International Arbitration

international civil servants
confidential information 79
conflict of interest generally

63–65
conflict of interest situations

generally 69–70
definition of conflict of interest 65
external activities and relations 76
family and friends: recruitment,

performance management
and promotion of 74

financial incentives or interests 71
gifts, gratuities and honours 71
independence 70
management of conflict of interest

generally 80
lessons from study 359–360
OECD Guidelines 83–84
prevention measures 82
standards of conduct 80

post-employment 79
‘revolving door’ issue 79
summary of issues 82

International Civil Service
Commission (ICSC)

staff regulations 66–67
International Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination
see United Nations
Committee on the
Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (CERD)

International Court of Justice (ICJ)
‘abuse of discretion’ principle

367–368
creation of 378–379
standards of independence and

impartiality 375
international courts

independence and
impartiality 375–379

International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR)

independence and impartiality 372
International Criminal Court (ICC)

standards of independence and
impartiality 375

International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS)

determination of company
profit 295–296, 305

international investment arbitration
assessment of arbitrators

121–122
and conflict of interest

generally 103–105
determination of conflict of

interest 105–108
effectiveness of conflict of interest

management
mechanisms 123

impartiality issues 114–121
independence and

impartiality 380–382
independence issues 105–108
procedures and standards 105–108
summary of issues 124

international judges
independence and impartiality

375–379
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International Labour Organization
(ILO)

conflict of interest guidelines 74
outside activities rules 77

international law
and global governance 87
as normative system 89–90

International Law Association (ILA)
self-regulation 11–12

International Monetary Fund (IMF)
code of conduct 66
post-public employment

measures 79–80
self-regulation 11–12

international organisations
definition of conflict of

interest 69
examples of scandals 64–65
independence and impartiality

provisions 401–404
management of conflict

of interest
generally 80
prevention measures 82
standards of conduct 80

OECD guidelines 63–64
staff regulations 65–66
UN Code of Ethics 67–68

Ireland
conflict of interest regulation 8

Italy
conflict of interest regulation

7–8

Japan
fiduciary obligations

regulation 16–17
Jordan

ICSID jurisprudence 109
‘judicial capture’ (‘richterliche

Befangenheit’)
concept of 4

judicial review
as to abuse of discretion 368

judiciary
independence and impartiality

131–132, 371–379
undue interests 25–26

Kant, Immanuel
categorical imperative 98

‘late trading’
as conflict of interest 15

Latvia
conflict of interest regulation 7–8
ineligibility/incompatibility rules

181–182
leadership

financial services 267–269
legal expertise

‘epistemic communities’ 94
global governance 91–93

legal profession see also judiciary
due diligence requirement 20–21
‘principal–principal conflict’ 28

‘legally significant’ conflict of interest
identification of 6

local government
bureaucratisation see Namibia
conflicting interests and institution

building 227–231
differences between councillors and

executives 223–224
lessons from study for management

of conflict of interest 360–362
Namibia see Namibia
overregulation 222–223

Locke, John
on fiduciary obligations 14

loyalty
regulatory densities 9
and ‘stakeholder theory’ 16–17

Madagascar
constitutional public service

provision 406–407
management of conflict of

interest 242–245
Ravalomanana administration

achievements 235–236
background 233–234
context nationally 235
Ravalomanana’s business

activities 237–238
Ravalomanana’s conflict of

interest
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anticipatory obedience 238–239
effects 245–250
intertwined official and

business interests 239–242
lessons from 250–252
lessons from study 387–389

management of conflict of interest
see also risk regulation and
reduction

balance of connectedness and
disinterestedness 393, 396–399

‘bias’ and ‘partiality’
distinguished 370–371

costs of control 51–53
degree of convergence 408
diversity in regulatory

responses 419–420
effectiveness of mechanisms 123
as fraud prevention generally 28
human rights bodies see human

rights bodies
international civil servants

see international civil
servants

international investment arbitration
see international investment
arbitration

international organisations
see international
organisations

irrelevance of bad intentions 370–371
lessons generally 357–358
limits of law 404–408
local government see local

government
new regulatory frameworks 420–421
OECD Guidelines see Organisation

for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD)

‘partiality’ and ‘bias’
distinguished 370–371

prevention measures 82
problem of control 49–51
public governance see public

governance
regulatory densities 8
separation of conflicting interests

153–154

standards of conduct 80
transparency and competition

154–155
willingness to deal with conflicts 155

‘margin of appreciation’
concept of 366–367

marginaux secant
conflict of interest 45–46

matrix organisations
conflict of interest 44–45

medical profession
conflict of interest research 54

see also research
end-of-life decision-making

see end-of-life decision-
making

Ministerial Code
conflict of interest provisions 384

Morgenthau, Hans
principles of political realism 98, 101

Morocco
ICSID jurisprudence 109

multi-level governance
international versus national

interests 401–404
multiple institutional roles

conflict of interest resulting from
(figure) 26–28, 200

ineligibility/incompatibility rules
177, 180, 185

and separation of powers 177–180

Namibia
geopolitical background 219–220
land ownership 221
local government bureaucratisation

in Oshikango
conflict of interest and

conflicting interests
distinguished 217–219

conflicting interests and
institution building 227–231

development of Helao Nafidi
New Town 221

differences between town
council and local
administrators 223–224

lessons from study 400
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Namibia (cont.)
overregulation 222–223
scope of action by local

administrators 219–227
summary of issues 231–232

national regulation see domestic
regulation

Nemo judex in re sua (‘no one should
be a judge in his own cause’)

principle of 4
non-conflictedness

see unconflictedness and
disinterestedness

non-governmental
organisations (NGOs)

rules on relationships with 131
non-personal interests

typology of undue interests 25–26
non-profit organisations

and international civil servants 76

oath of office
independence provision 70–71

‘official discretion’
concept of 367

Oil-for-Food Programme
conflict of interest 64–65
Independent Inquiry Committee

(IIC) 71–72
Organisation for Economic

Cooperation and
Development (OECD)

anti-bribery measures 31, 368–369
Code of Conduct 74, 79
conflict of interest regulation 9–10
Convention 368–369
definition of conflict of interest 22
definition of public sector conflict of

interest 19, 382–383
Guidelines for Managing Conflict of

Interest in the Public
Service 2003

agency and trust 14
detection of conflict of

interest 153–154
international civil servants 63–64
international organisations 80
legitimacy of international law 90

and Swiss public
authorities 169–170

text 83–84
post-public employment

measures 79
self-regulation 11–12
staff regulations 65–66, 77–78

organised action see sociology of
organised action

Oshikango (Namibia) see Namibia
outside activities and relations

international civil servants 76
overregulation

local government 222–223

Pakistan
ICSID jurisprudence 112

parliament
election of public servants see public

servants in parliament
regulatory densities 8
voting on popular initiatives

see Switzerland
‘partiality’

‘bias’ distinguished 370–371
‘particular’ interests

as undue interests 25
personal interests

typology of undue interests 22, 25
Poland

conflict of interest regulation 7–8
popular initiatives see Switzerland
Portugal

conflict of interest regulation 7–8
post-employment

regulatory densities 9
principal–agent model

analytical use of 85
principals

acting in best interest of 15
agents’ fiduciary obligations to 15
plurality 27–28
‘primary’ interest 20
‘principal–principal conflict’ 27–28
stakeholders as 16–17

private banking
corporate governance and

compliance 259–260
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private interests
as basis for action 413–414
conflict with public interests 147–149

private persons
bribery 369–370

private sector see also public–private
ventures

executive remuneration see banking
head of state’s links with

see Madagascar
and international civil servants 76
and local government 168
and UN 409–410

professional governance see corporate/
financial/professional
governance

proper interests see due interests
provisions (company)

determination of profit 296, 297, 299
prudence-based valuation

executive remuneration 304–305
public good see common good
public governance

see also administrative law;
international civil servants;
local government; public
servants in parliament

administrative actor types 147
administrative impartiality 382–383
anticipatory obedience 238–239
civil servants see public servants in

parliament
corruption see bribery; corruption
dedication to public good 159–160
elected officeholders see public

servants in parliament
executive remuneration 285–287
head of state see Madagascar
importance of national

perspective 159
lessons for 364
local government see local

government
national public administration

systems compared 165–167
OECD guidelines see Organisation

for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD)

‘official discretion’ concept 367
parliament see parliament
public office and public interest 21
public servants see public

servants in parliament
regulatory or supervisory agency’s

conflict of interest 43–44
separation of powers 177–180
‘top down’ conflicts 21
unconflictedness and expertise 396

public interest
and public office 21

public office see public governance
public–private ventures

double mandates 168
issue of 77–78, 409–411

public procurement
corruption in 173, 361
prevention of corruption 154–155

public servants in parliament
abeyance compensation 183
base compensation 182
benefit offsetting 182–183
campaign leave 186
costs and benefits of parliamentary

representation
generally 181
opportunity costs 184–186
pecuniary compensation 182–184

elections to national parliaments
(figure) 181

employment guarantee 185–186
factors for parliamentary

representation 180
full-time or part-time

parliaments 185
generally 177–180
German Länder

elections to (figure) 187
factors for parliamentary

representation 186–189
political consequences of

parliamentary
representation 194–196

head of state see Madagascar
ineligibility/incompatibility rules

177, 180, 185
lessons from study 394–395
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public servants in parliament (cont.)
parliamentary oversight

activity 193–194
generally 191
incentives for 191–193

pension rights 182–183
political consequences 189
potential effects 189–191
promotion provisions 182–183
summary of issues 196–197
tenure of service, provisions

as to 182–183

racial discrimination see United
Nations Committee on the
Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (CERD)

Ravalomanana, Marc see Madagascar
real estate held as investment

determination of profit 295–296,
297, 298–299

regulation see also domestic regulation;
risk regulation and
reduction; self-regulation

benchmarking 9–10
drawbacks of 3
motivation aspects 363–364
proliferation of 7
similarities in regulatory responses

costs 418–419
mix of government and market-

based regulation 413–415
pluralistic approach 416–418
protection of trust as common

aim 411–413
transparency requirements

415–416
specific countries see specific

countries
types of 8

‘regulatory capture’
concept of 4

regulatory or supervisory agency
conflict of interest 43–44

research
current research 55
definition of conflict of interest

57–59

on effects of conflict of interest
55–56

generally 54
reasons for 33
recommendations for future

programme 60
on responses to conflict 56–57
time factor on awareness of conflict

of interest 59–60
unconscious conflict of interest 59
weaknesses 57

‘revolving door’ issue
international civil servants 79

Richelieu, Cardinal
on corruption and public

governance 397
‘richterliche Befangenheit’ (‘judicial

capture’)
concept of 4

risk regulation and reduction
holdback of executive remuneration

307
lessons from study 364–366

Romania
conflict of interest regulation 7–8

‘secondary’ interests see undue interests
self-regulation

financial services 270–271
at international and regional

levels 10
separation of conflicting interests

management of conflict of interest
by 153–154

separation of powers
and multiple office

holding 177–180
sexual relations

staff regulations 74–75
‘shareholder primacy’

fiduciary obligations
regulation 16–17

shares and securities
determination of profit 296, 297, 299

Slovenia
conflict of interest regulation 8

Smith, Adam
on private interest 413–414
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sociology of organised action
ambiguity of conflict of

interest 49–51
changes in perception of conflict of

interest 46–49
conflict of interest as behavioural

problem 46
conflict of interest as social

phenomenon 39–40
conflict of interest as structural

phenomenon 45–46
costs of control of conflict of

interest 51–53
definition of conflict of

interest 40–42
demand for more transparency 47
differentiation of disciplines 48
distrust of institutions 47–48
lessons from study 400–401
marginaux secant 45–46
potential conflict of interest

situations 42–45
problem of control of conflict

of interest 49–51
social interdependency 47

Spain
conflict of interest regulation 7–8

staff regulations
conflict of interest provisions

65–66, 74, 81
‘stakeholder theory’

fiduciary obligations regulation
16–17

state regulation see domestic regulation
supervisory or regulatory agency

conflict of interest 43–44
surrogate medical decision-making

see end-of-life
decision-making

Sweden
conflict of interest regulation 7–8
transparency and executive

remuneration 290
Switzerland

agency rules
background 308–310
in corporate law 321
directors and executives 310

duty of loyalty to company
310–316

duty of loyalty to shareholders 321
limitation to power of company

representation 316–319
measurement of effectiveness

analysis 324–327
conflicts addressed by rules

(table) 324
implied effect of rules

(table) 325
metrics 322
objectives of rules (table) 324
scope 323–324
strategies used by rules

(table) 325
audit committee best practice

303–304
bribery by private persons 369–370
‘executive federalism’

(Vollzugsföderalismus)
167–168

federal government structure
416–417

fiduciary obligations
regulation 15–16

National Council membership since
1995 (table) 205

parliamentary structure 205–206
parliamentary voting on popular

initiatives
anti-minaret initiative 207, 208
background 198–199
conflict of interest resulting from

multiple institutional roles
(figure) 200

decision-making process 200–203
detection of conflict of interest

at collective level 213–214
generally 210–211
at individual level 211–213
lessons from study 386–387
parliamentarians’ conflict of

interest (table) 212
parties’ conflict of interest

(table) 214
and European Convention on

Human Rights 203–205, 207
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Switzerland (cont.)
incarceration initiative 206–207,

208
naturalisation initiative 207, 208
overview of popular initiatives 203
problem of multiple

institutional roles 26
reasonable asylum policy initiative

206, 208
summary of issues 214–215
vote results (table) 209
votes for invalidation (figure) 209
voting behaviour (table) 215

public administration
dedication to public good

159–160
diversity of machinery of

governance 162
government by commission

165–167
ideal of impartiality 159–160
importance of national

perspective 159, 361
independent regulatory

commissions 171
local context of conflict of

interest 165, 361
management of conflict

of interest
criminal law 174–175, 361
environmental law 174, 361
generally 169, 361
organisational law 170–171
procedural law 172–174
public sector employment

law 169–170
public–private ventures 168
reality of conflict of interest

problem 161–162
relationship with private

sector 168
self-government 165–167
small scale of administrative

organisation 167–168, 361
types of undesirable or undue

interests 162–165
public administration compared

with Germany 165–167

undue interests 25–26
Volksstaat (state run by the people)

165–167

‘taking irrelevant considerations
into account’

concept of 367–368
terminally ill patients

surrogate medical decision-making
see end-of-life
decision-making

‘top down’ conflicts
public governance 21

torture see United Nations Committee
Against Torture (CAT)

transparency
demand for more 47
disclosure policies 415–416
and ethics 13
management of conflict of interest

by 154–155
private banking 259–260

Transparency International
Corruption Perception Index 236
definition of ‘corruption’ 28–29
significance of name 415
‘Statement against

Corruption’ 270–271
trust

agents’ fiduciary obligations 15
protection as common aim of conflict

of interest regulation 411–413
Turkey

conflict of interest regulation 7–8

UBS (bank)
internal control 268

Ukraine
ICSID jurisprudence 113

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules
appointment of arbitrator 105
challenge to arbitrator 107–108
disclosure by arbitrator 107

unconflictedness and disinterestedness
balance with expertise and

connectedness 393, 396–399
independence and impartiality as

assurance of 371
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unconscious conflict
research 59

undue interests
conflict with due interests 19–21
danger for decision-making 21
financial interests 23–25
non-personal interests 25–26
‘particular’ interests as type 25
personal interests 22, 25
presence of 368
types of 25, 162–165

United Kingdom
agency judgment 258–259
conflict of interest regulation 7–8
due and undue interests

distinguished 19
fiduciary obligations regulation

15–17
‘improper purpose’ concept 367–368
ineligibility/incompatibility rules

177, 180–181, 384–385
judicial impartiality 131–132, 373
Ministerial Code 384
public office and public

interest 21
‘taking irrelevant considerations

into account’ concept
367–368

United Nations
‘Basic Principles on the Independence

of the Judiciary’ 374
business partnerships report 409
code of ethics 359
Financial Disclosure

Programme 72–73
oath of office 70–71
Oil-for-Food Programme see Oil-

for-Food Programme
United Nations Charter

fiduciary obligations regulation 16
human rights bodies see human

rights bodies; specific entries
at United Nations

United Nations Committee Against
Torture (CAT)

conflict of interest rules 128
effects of rules 136
procedural requirements 129, 132

United Nations Committee on the
Elimination of
Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW)

conflict of interest rules 128
effects of rules 136

United Nations Committee on the
Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (CERD)

conflict of interest rules 128
effects of rules 136
selection requirements 128–129

United Nations Convention against
Corruption (UNCAC) 2003

anti-bribery measures 32–33,
368–369

management of conflict of
interest 29–30

regulatory scope 29
United Nations Economic and Social

Council
human rights role 132–133

United Nations General Assembly
Code of Ethics 67–68
conflict of interest regulation

9–10
self-regulation 10–11

United Nations Human Rights
Committee (HRC)

body of case law 127
conflict of interest rules 128
effects of rules 136, 137
procedural requirements 129
reinforcement of rules 140
relationships with NGOs 131

United Nations Human Rights Council
conflict of interest rules 133–134

United Nations Secretariat
staff regulations 66–67

United States
Administrative Procedure

Act 173, 361
Americanisation of conflict of

interest discourse 421
banking executive remuneration

see banking
conflict of interest regulation 7
conflict of interest research 36, 54
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United States (cont.)
and détournement de pouvoir

concept 367–368
disqualification of arbitrator 398
due and undue interests

distinguished 19
end-of-life decision-making see

end-of-life decision-making
fiduciary obligations regulation

15–17
ineligibility/incompatibility

rules 180–181, 384–385
post-employment regulation 9
‘principal–principal conflict’ 28
research on Senate voting

patterns 201
transparency in negotiated

rulemaking 154–155

Venezuela
ICSID jurisprudence 113–114

voting on popular initiatives
see Switzerland

Wolfowitz, Paul
resignation from World Bank

presidency 64–65, 75–76
Wolfsberg Principals

regulation of international banks
270–271

women
discrimination against see United

Nations Committee on the
Elimination of
Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW)

World Bank
‘Doing Business’ studies 309, 328,

362
post-public employment

measures 79
rules as to gifts 71
sexual relations rule 74–75
staff regulations 65–66, 74
Wolfowitz case 64–65, 75–76

World Health Organization (WHO)
conflict of interest 64–65
pharmaceutical industry influence

on 359, 409
public–private

partnerships 77–78
quasi-privatisation

of 409–410
World Trade Organization (WTO)

independence of
arbitrators 379–380
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